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The autonomy power in legislation is one of the most important autonomy 
powers in china regional ethnic autonomy system. Meanwhile, the ethnic regional 
autonomy law, legislation Law and relevant laws endow the Minority Nationality 
Autonomous Areas with the special legislation. Therefore, this thesis proposes an 
analysis of the inevitability of the special legislation from the views of legal 
anthropology、legal economics and legal sociology.  Mover over, we also make 
an analysis of the necessity of the existence of the special legislation from the 
views of the protection of human rights、superstructure on economic base and the 
protection of freedoms. At present, the main form of the special legislation in the 
Minority Nationality Autonomous Areas are the autonomy regulations、 the 
specific regulations and the supplementary regulations. Motivated by this, we 
will take the present situation of the special legislation in autonomous prefectures 
and autonomous counties of Yun Nan province for example, then we give an 
analysis of the existing problems of the special legislation in these areas, our 
final aim is to explore ways and means to solve the problems. Based on the 
analysis, we point out that a suitable method called "He He" may be useful to 
harmonize the conflict between the customary law and the state formulates in the 
minority region and by establishing the relevant legislation institutions, we can 
erect a bridge between them. Of course, to achieve this aim, some other efforts 
are needed, particularly the national special legislative theory research, 
vigorously cultivating all aspects of legal talent of the autonomous areas, 
improving the legal sense of ethnic minority, and modernizing the law culture of 
the ethnic minorities. If all these can be satisfied, we think our country will be 
one with the features of unity, social accord, complete law, common prosperity. 
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第一章  民族自治地方立法变通的概述  
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